
DIRECTIONS TO LES GRAVATS du BOST

If you are using a GPS to find us, please use the following address :

Le Bost
Les Essards
Charente 

This is due to the fact that the property is on the border between the villages of Bonnes and Les Essards, 
with the driveway arriving from the Les Essards side of the boundary!

*********************************************************

These Directions Are For An Approach From Poitiers, Angouleme and Montmoreau-St-Cybard.

* Approaching Montmoreau-St-Cybard on the D674, take the D709 turning left to Aubeterre-Sur-Dronne.
* Take the right turn after Juignac, the D10 to Aubeterre.
* Stay on this road until you approach Aubeterre.
* Once you pass the sign at the entrance to the village, avoid the ‘Centre Ville’ and follow the D10 round the 
bottom of the village, signed to Chalais and Riberac.

(At this point you will deviate from the following map as the advised road has recently been blocked off!)

* You will meet the D2 and need to turn left here to Saint Aulaye and Riberac.
* Very soon on your right is the D17 to Saint Aulaye and Bonnes which you need to take.
* After approximately 2.5km, take the right turn signed D137 to Courlac and Bellon.
* You will drive uphill for approximately 2km on a road with several ‘S’ bends before arriving at a crossroads.
* Take the D78 left to Les Essards and Montboyer.
* After approximately 1.5km look out for a metal crucifix on a stone plinthe on your right.
* After another .5km you will come across a collection of houses on the left and a single house on the right.
* You will see a pair of municipal bins (one yellow, one black) on your left. Don’t take the entrance that these 
bins sit in, but the following one on your left, only a matter of metres after these. (The sign for Le Bost is, 
helpfully, facing the other way but this is our turn!)
* (If you see a white chalk road branching off to your left or reach a turn on the right signed to La Petite Barriere 
[and Mario Cicirello] you have gone too far; or, further, a junction with the D138 / D139. Turn back and Le 
Bost will be easier to find, on the right, as the sign for it now faces you!)

The recently resurfaced approach road wiggles through a collection of farm buildings and we are at the end, the 
last building you come to. TAKE CARE over the several drainage channels as these are quite deep, especially for 
low cars.

IF YOU ARE LOST, OR NEED HELP, CONTACT US ON 
00.33.6.88.84.86.41

BON VOYAGE!




